**PROPAgANDA**

**THE ART OF SELLING LIES**

It may feel as if the present-day political world is spinning out of control, as are the various means of selling political thought. This program analyzes what is behind past and current propaganda, and questions what exactly is “the truth.” Propaganda identifies the predominant means and methods of persuasion that have been employed by those seeking power, often at any cost. The documentary looks back at key epochs of history when propaganda defined nations and kept populations in check. The time-honored tools of propaganda have included novels, poetry and oratory; statuary, paintings and posters; theatre, film and television; architecture, music and Internet technology. 1x60, 1x90 HD

---

**KĪLAUEA**

**HAWAIʻI ON FIRE**

In April 2017 the Kīlauea Volcano erupted, obliterating neighborhoods with devastating force and uprooting thousands of local inhabitants. On the ground in the early days of the eruption, NOVA joins scientists and residents alike on a breathtaking journey to investigate Kīlauea’s recent spike in activity. Along the way, some of Hawaiʻi’s biggest secrets are revealed: Why did these geologically distinctive volcanoes form in the middle of the Pacific? What does this tell us about how our planet works? And what dangers yet lurk for the local inhabitants of the island paradise? 1x60 HD

---

**DR. BARRY**

This series follows Dr. Barry, a big-hearted veterinarian, and his team as he struggles to build his new vet practice in northeastern Canada while using all the resources and friends he can find to help injured and orphaned animals of all kinds. Each episode tracks the story of a regular patient, a rescue or release, and looks at one of Dr. Barry’s special projects to help animals in need. 6x30 HD
CURRENT AFFAIRS

the facebook dilemma
FRONTLINE investigates the early warnings about Facebook’s impact on privacy and democracy around the world and the company’s response to charges of promoting “fake news” and disrupting American politics. Drawing on dozens of original interviews with the media, tech industry, Wall Street, and politicians on both sides of the aisle, The Facebook Dilemma explores the company’s role in sowing division worldwide and the challenges facing the powerful social media platform today. 2x54 HD

UN Sex Abuse Scandal
FRONTLINE investigates allegations of sex abuse by United Nations peacekeepers in the world’s conflict zones. The film traces allegations from Bosnia to Congo to the Central African Republic, with firsthand accounts from survivors, witnesses and officials. 1x54 HD

Coal’s Deadly Dust
FRONTLINE investigates the rise of severe black lung disease among coal miners, and the failure to respond. An investigation with NPR reveals the biggest disease clusters ever documented, and how industry and government failed to protect miners. Also this hour, a report from Yemen. 1x60 HD

McCain
Senator John McCain (R., Ariz.) left an indelible imprint on American politics over the course of more than three decades in Congress. His party’s nominee in the 2008 presidential election, the former prisoner of war established a reputation as an elder statesman on Capitol Hill, where he decried the role of big money in the election process, and was a leading voice on everything from military and foreign policy, to immigration and health care reform. McCain is an exploration of Senator John McCain’s complicated relationship with President Trump and the Republican Party, as well as a look back on his life and politics. Drawing on both new interviews and FRONTLINE’s deep archive of reporting, McCain traces the conservative standard-bearer’s motivations and his political history—from his experience as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, to speaking out against torture during the Bush administration, to his dramatic vote against the GOP’s health care bill last year. The film also examines how, with his 2008 nomination of Sarah Palin as running mate, McCain himself contributed to a growing challenge to the party establishment. 1x54 HD

UN Sex Abuse Scandal
FRONTLINE investigates allegations of sex abuse by United Nations peacekeepers in the world’s conflict zones. The film traces allegations from Bosnia to Congo to the Central African Republic, with firsthand accounts from survivors, witnesses and officials. 1x54 HD

Coal’s Deadly Dust
FRONTLINE investigates the rise of severe black lung disease among coal miners, and the failure to respond. An investigation with NPR reveals the biggest disease clusters ever documented, and how industry and government failed to protect miners. Also this hour, a report from Yemen. 1x60 HD

McCain
Senator John McCain (R., Ariz.) left an indelible imprint on American politics over the course of more than three decades in Congress. His party’s nominee in the 2008 presidential election, the former prisoner of war established a reputation as an elder statesman on Capitol Hill, where he decried the role of big money in the election process, and was a leading voice on everything from military and foreign policy, to immigration and health care reform. McCain is an exploration of Senator John McCain’s complicated relationship with President Trump and the Republican Party, as well as a look back on his life and politics. Drawing on both new interviews and FRONTLINE’s deep archive of reporting, McCain traces the conservative standard-bearer’s motivations and his political history—from his experience as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, to speaking out against torture during the Bush administration, to his dramatic vote against the GOP’s health care bill last year. The film also examines how, with his 2008 nomination of Sarah Palin as running mate, McCain himself contributed to a growing challenge to the party establishment. 1x54 HD
DOCUMENTING HATE

Documenting Hate: Charlottesville
Since August 2017, FRONTLINE and ProPublica have been investigating the resurgence of violent white supremacists in America. In Documenting Hate: Charlottesville, correspondent A.C. Thompson methodically tracks down some of those at the center of the infamous and deadly rally in Charlottesville, Virginia—revealing that one participant in the violence was an active-duty Marine, and another worked for a major defense contractor and held a U.S. government security clearance. The investigation also shows just how ill-prepared law enforcement was to handle an influx of white supremacists from across the country, some of whom had been part of a series of earlier violent confrontations in California and descended on Charlottesville specifically to fight. 1x54 HD

Documenting Hate: New American Nazis
In the wake of the 2018 deadly anti-Semitic attack at the Tree of Life synagogue in Pittsburgh, FRONTLINE and ProPublica present Documenting Hate: New American Nazis. It’s a new investigation into white supremacist groups in America—in particular, a neo-Nazi group, Atomwaffen Division, that has actively recruited inside the U.S. military. This joint investigation documents the group’s terrorist objectives, examines how civilian and military authorities have responded, and shows how the group gained strength after the 2017 Charlottesville rally. 1x54 HD

Predator on the Reservation
FRONTLINE investigates a pediatrician accused of sexually abusing Native American boys for years. FRONTLINE teamed with The Wall Street Journal to uncover the decades-long failure to stop a government doctor who moved from reservation to reservation despite warnings. 1x60 HD

Blackout in Puerto Rico
FRONTLINE investigates the humanitarian and economic crisis in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria. With NPR, the film examines how the federal response, Wall Street and years of neglect have left the island struggling to survive. 1x54 HD

Left Behind America
FRONTLINE investigates the condition of the U.S.’ middle-class in today’s economy and whether Trump supporters in that group are in better economic shape since he took office. 1x54 HD
In this 5-part series, Harvard Professor Michael Sandel challenges participants with difficult moral dilemmas, asking: What’s the right thing to do? Episodes include: Immigration, Robotization, Discrimination, Inequality, and Privacy. 5x45 HD

Episode 1: Immigration
Are wealthy countries morally bound to welcome refugees with open arms? Professor Sandel goes in search of answers along with Carolien Borgers, Philip Huff and Hajar Alariachi.

Episode 2: Robotization
Can machines and robots take over the work of humans? The participants discuss the moral boundaries of robotization and artificial intelligence.

Episode 3: Discrimination
Is discrimination always unjustified? To what extent can and must you treat people equally?

Episode 4: Inequality
Is it justified that professional athletes earn exponentially more than elementary school teachers? Professor Sandel conducts a discussion about the ever-increasing gap between the poor and rich.

Episode 5: Privacy
Virtually no other subject has gained more attention in recent years than privacy. When is there an example of the violation of privacy? And what does privacy really mean?

Also Available
Justice: What’s The Right Thing to Do? 12x53 HD

The Gang Crackdown
In The Gang Crackdown, FRONTLINE investigates how a slew of gruesome killings on Long Island allegedly by the MS-13 gang led to a sweeping dragnet of immigrant kids—many of whom have been accused of having gang affiliation with little evidence, and held in detention without charge for months. As President Trump declares war on MS-13 and points to the killings on Long Island to justify efforts to ramp up deportations, the film investigates the fraught relationship between immigrant communities and law enforcement, and whether the crackdown is making Long Island safer. 1x54 HD

Myanmar’s Killing Fields
Secret footage going back years shows the effort to kill and expel Rohingya Muslims from Myanmar. With accounts from victims and a whistleblower within the military, the film examines evidence that security forces committed crimes against humanity. 1x54 HD

© HUMAN & DE HAAN
© HUMAN & DE HAAN
© HUMAN & DE HAAN
© HUMAN & DE HAAN
Trump’s Showdown
Award-winning FRONTLINE producer Michael Kirk examines President Donald Trump’s fight against the investigation of his campaign and whether he obstructed justice. With the threat of impeachment growing, Trump wages an unprecedented war against the Special Counsel, the FBI and even his own Attorney General. 1x114, 2x54 HD

ALSO AVAILABLE
President Trump 1x54 HD
Trump’s Road to the White House 1x54 HD
Bannon’s War 1x54 HD
Putin’s Revenge 2x54 HD

The Pensions Gamble
FRONTLINE explores how state governments and Wall Street led America’s public pensions into a $4-trillion hole. Correspondent Martin Smith investigates the consequences for teachers, police, firefighters and other public servants and who will be held accountable. 1x54 HD

Separated: Children at the Border
FRONTLINE investigates the inside story of what happened to immigrant children separated from their parents at the border. The film explores the impact of the Trump administration’s “zero tolerance” policy, and how both Trump and Obama dealt with minors at the border. 1x54 HD

#MeToo, Now What?
The #MeToo movement shattered the silence and pushed sexual harassment and the lived experiences of so many women to the forefront of the global conversation. Now it’s time to take that conversation to a deeper level, engaging women and men from all generations and walks of life. #MeToo, Now What? asks: How did we get here and how can we begin to effect positive and lasting change? This five-part series aims to create a space for authentic and honest dialogue among women and men towards understanding, healing and reconciliation. 5x30 HD

Bitter Rivals: Iran and Saudi Arabia
A dangerous power struggle between the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for dominance and control plagues the Middle East today. In a special three-hour series, FRONTLINE traces the modern history of this struggle from the 1979 Iranian revolution to the present day and investigates how the continued enmity of the two rivals is playing out in proxy wars from Iraq to Syria to Yemen and Lebanon. Filmed in seven countries over two years, the series examines how sectarian differences between Shia and Sunni Islam have been manipulated and deployed to sustain conflicts, all with devastating results. Bitter Rivals is a sweeping view of a region on fire with no end in sight. 3x54, 1x89 HD

VA: The Human Cost of War
VA: The Human Cost of War takes a broad look at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs—examining the organization’s history, leadership, structure, funding and relationship to veterans. The film chronicles, in depth and often in wrenching detail, the workings of this crucial but at times beleaguered American institution. Told through a series of personal stories from veterans and intertwined with deep historical and political analysis from leading scholars and elected officials, the documentary explores the social contract between veterans and society. 1x57 HD

Trafficked in America
Trafficked in America investigates how teenagers from Central America were smuggled into the U.S. by traffickers who promised them jobs and a better life—only to force them to live and work in virtual slavery to pay off their debt. Gripping and revealing, this FRONTLINE documentary presents a rare look inside the hidden reality of labor trafficking in the United States. 1x54 HD
HISTORY

On a February day in 1969, off the shore of northern California, a U.S. Navy crane carefully lowered 300 tons of metal into the Pacific Ocean. The massive tubular structure was an audacious feat of engineering—a pressurized underwater habitat, complete with science labs and living quarters for an elite group of divers who hoped to spend days or even months at a stretch, living and working on the ocean floor. The Sealab project would push the limits of ocean exploration the same way NASA was pushing the limits of space exploration. As Americans were becoming entranced with the effort to land a man on the moon, these divers, including one of NASA’s most famous astronauts, were breaking depth barrier records underwater. Sealab tells the little-known story of the daring program that tested the limits of human endurance and revolutionized the way humans explore the ocean. 1x53 HD

The Eugenics Crusade
The Eugenics Crusade tells the story of the unlikely—and largely unknown—campaign to breed a “better” American race, tracing the rise of the movement that turned the fledgling science of heredity into a powerful instrument of social control. Populated by figures both celebrated and obscure, The Eugenics Crusade is an often-revelatory portrait of an America at once strange and eerily familiar. 2x54, 1x113 HD

The Circus
This four-hour mini-series tells the story of one of the most popular and influential forms of entertainment in history. Drawing upon a vast and rich visual archive, The Circus follows the rise and fall of the gigantic, traveling tented railroad circus, recounting the era when Circus Day could shut down a town, and circus stars were among the most famous people in the world. For many, the circus embodied the improbable and the impossible, the exotic and the spectacular. 2x113 HD

The Mayo Clinic
The Mayo Clinic chronicles the history of this unique institution, from its roots as an unlikely partnership between a country doctor and the Sisters of Saint Francis (forged in response to a devastating tornado in the 1883), to its position today as a worldwide model for collaborative patient care, research and education. The Mayo Clinic tells the story of the history and pioneering work of what many believe is the best medical center on Earth. 1x116, 2x60 HD
Once more than 100 miles long and 60 miles wide, the impenetrable grass, water and wildlife of the Everglades originally covered most of south Florida. One journalist decried it as a “vast and useless marsh.” Today, the area is home to seven million residents, 40 million annual tourists and the world’s largest concentration of golf courses.

The Swamp tells the dramatic story behind this transformation, examining the history, ecological collapse, and potential resurrection of one of the Earth’s largest and most unique ecosystems.

The Swamp recounts the work of the politicians, businessmen and engineers who transformed the Everglades and cleared the way for the development that would ultimately destroy it, as well as the activists who sounded the alarm about its future and lobbied for its preservation and revival.

Jerusalem: God’s Address

Jerusalem is a city that contains one God interpreted by the three monotheistic faiths—situated at the crossroad between heaven and earth, the center of global history and home to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This documentary journeys through the eye of the storm to the Haram al Sharif/Temple Mount, examining the ways in which religious and political perspectives manifest upon contemporary life.

How is it possible that such a godforsaken place continues to bear enormous implications upon the rest of the world—why Jerusalem?
The Chinese Exclusion Act

The Chinese Exclusion Act explores in riveting detail a unique piece of federal legislation that singled out by name and race a single nationality for special treatment: making it illegal for Chinese laborers to enter America on pain of imprisonment and for Chinese nationals ever to become citizens of the United States. This little known, yet deeply resonant and revealing episode in American history sheds enormous light on key aspects of the history of American civil liberties, immigration and culture.

The Secret of Tuxedo Park

In the fall of 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill ordered a small team of scientists on a clandestine transatlantic mission to deliver his country’s most valuable military secret—a revolutionary radar component—not to the U.S. government, but to a mysterious Wall Street tycoon, Alfred Lee Loomis. Using his connections, his money and his brilliant scientific mind, Loomis and his team of scientists developed radar technology that would arguably play a more decisive role than any other weapon in the war. The Secret of Tuxedo Park tells a long-overlooked story of an individual who helped alter the course of history in WWII.

Dunkirk: The New Evidence

Dunkirk has long been viewed as the RAF’s poorest hour, but this documentary draws on new evidence to reveal the hidden story of the key role they played in the evacuation. In May 1940, over 300,000 Allied troops were trapped with their backs to the sea and subjected to an endless barrage of bombs and bullets from the Luftwaffe. The situation seemed hopeless. Then came the miracle: a fleet of ships appeared on the horizon—the bulk was sent by the Royal Navy but they were joined by smaller crafts captained by plucky civilians. Amazingly, 340,000 soldiers were rescued from the beaches and taken safely back to Britain. But behind this miracle is a dark secret and Dunkirk has long been viewed by historians as the Royal Air Force’s poorest hour. Dunkirk: The New Evidence draws on recently released MoD files and other evidence to reveal the hidden story of the key role the RAF played in the evacuation.

The Island Murder

In the early years of the 20th century, at a time when the U.S. Navy dominated Hawaii, Americans thought of the islands as a Pacific Paradise. But in 1931, an explosive incident shook the semblance of tranquility and exposed growing racial tensions. The alleged rape of a white woman by a group of Hawaiians led to violence and murder. The Massie affair inflicted a wound on the psyche of the Hawaiian people that has yet to heal.
Hannibal: The New Evidence
Hannibal is one of history’s most famous generals and was the mastermind behind the most audacious military operation the world has ever seen. He crossed the Alps in 16 days with his vast army of 30,000 troops, 15,000 horses and 37 elephants to launch an attack on Rome from the north. It was a genius move and has captured the imagination of generations ever since, but no physical evidence of Hannibal’s army has been found in the Alps and the truth behind his expedition is one of history’s greatest mysteries. Now, in this landmark film from Secrets of the Dead, a group of scientists and archeologists are mounting an epic expedition to answer these questions once and for all. Their research is cutting-edge and promises to uncover an explosive new story that could rewrite history, blowing open everything we thought we knew about Hannibal.

WORLD WAR SPEED
It has long been known that German soldiers used a methamphetamine called Pervitin in World War II. But have tales of Nazis on speed obscured the other side of the story: of the massive use of stimulants by British and American troops? Did total war unleash the world’s first pharmacological arms race? And in the face of industrial slaughter, what role did drugs play in combat? Now, historian James Holland is on a quest to dig deeper and unearth the truth behind World War Speed. 1x60 HD

America’s Untold Story
New from Secrets of the Dead, America’s Untold Story follows leading archaeologists, maritime scientists and historians whose findings rewrite American history. This special spans nearly three centuries—from the founding of the first permanent European settlement in 1565 and the backstory of earlier attempts, through 1821, when the 14th and 15th British colonies became territories of the United States. 4x56 HD
NO PASSPORT REQUIRED

Hosted by renowned chef Marcus Samuelsson, No Passport Required is a new six-part series that takes viewers on an inspiring journey across the U.S. to explore and celebrate the wide-ranging diversity of immigrant traditions and cuisine woven into American food and culture. In each episode, Marcus—an immigrant himself—visits a new city to discover the dynamic and creative ways a particular community has made its mark. A vibrant portrait of America today, No Passport Required features musicians, poets, chefs, business owners, artists, community leaders and home cooks who have enhanced the nation’s culture and cuisine. From Detroit, where Marcus meets Middle Eastern immigrants who call the city home, to the Ethiopian community in Washington, D.C., the series showcases how food can bring Americans—old and new—together around the table. Explore the wonders of the world’s global food traditions, no passport required. 6x54 HD

LIFESTYLE

Weekends With Yankee
Go on an insider’s exploration of the cities, countryside locales, and far-flung places in the quaint and scenic region of New England with host Richard Wiese. Co-host Amy Traverso highlights recipes, local flavors, and the sense of community that make up the region’s food and dining scene. Go behind the scenes at the unique attractions and the hidden New England that only locals know. 126x30 HD

Antiques Roadshow
Part adventure, part history lesson and part treasure hunt, Antiques Roadshow is a 13-time Emmy® Award-nominee and PBS’ most-watched ongoing series. In each hour-long episode, specialists from the country’s leading auction houses and independent dealers offer free appraisals of antiques and collectibles. Antiques Roadshow cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, flea market finds and items saved from attics and basements, while experts reveal the fascinating truths about these items. 187x57

Moveable Feast With Fine Cooking: Season 6
Hosts Pete Evans and Michelle Bernstein travel around the world to meet chefs known for their innovative cuisine, distinctive flavors and regional styles as they source fresh ingredients from food artisans to create pop-up feasts with both new recipes and traditional dishes in stunning locations from San Francisco and New York’s Tribeca, to Cozumel and Mexico City and beyond. 13x26 HD, Seasons 1–5 65x26 HD

ALSO AVAILABLE
Jacques Pepin: The Art of Craft 1x53 HD
Simply Ming 104x27 HD
Made in Spain with Jose Andres 26x24

Fine Woodworking (working title)
Watch unusual design inspiration turned into easy-to-follow projects for woodworkers at every skill level. Host Tom McLaughlin teaches the latest wood crafting techniques, as well as tips and instruction for how to create projects that can be passed down for generations. On occasion, Tom will be joined by expert guests who will offer their expertise on a particular technique or craft. 13x28 HD

ALSO AVAILABLE
The New Yankee Workshop 286x27
This Old House 962x23
Ask This Old House 364x27
Mama Twiga in the Garden of Eden
Since prehistoric times, there has been a place in the Serengeti where giraffes are permanent residents. They now share their grounds with the local impalas, Thomson’s gazelles and Grant’s gazelles. These new inhabitants live in constant danger from predators such as cheetahs, leopards, lions and hyenas, but adult giraffes are relatively safe. The giraffes’ offspring, however, are not as lucky. *Mama Twiga in the Garden of Eden* tells the emotional story of a mother giraffe, Mama Twiga, and the struggles of young giraffes and gazelles as they take on the risks of growing in the wilds of Swahili. **1x50 HD**

Fawn Identity
On the great plains of Africa, predators must seize any opportunity to gain the upper hand. The cheetah and gazelle are natural opponents, both compelled by two profoundly embedded instincts—one to chase and the other to flee. This is the story of two fawns, living parallel lives—one, an impala resident in the southern acacia forests, and the other, a Thompson’s gazelle soon to be on the march with the great herds in the grasslands. Both must outrun the hunters to survive in a relentless and deadly contest in the East Africa savannah, one of the most beautiful places on Earth. **1x50 HD**

Theatrical Version Also Available: African Bambi **1x77 HD**

Tanzania’s Best Kept Secrets
*Tanzania’s Best Kept Secrets* highlights some of the most stunning national parks of Tanzania. Throughout the duration of each program, discover the finest parks, explore their individual ecosystems, uncover their exceptionally rare plant life and meet some of the endangered animals that inhabit these protected areas. The series is a celebration of Tanzania’s National Parks, exploring their diversity and serving as a stark reminder of the beauty and fragility of this fascinating country. Episodes include: Katavi, Kilimanjaro, Mikumi, Tarangire and Zanzibar. **5x23 HD**

Crossing the Empty Quarter
In 1930 Omani Sheikh Saleh bin Khalut and Englishman Bertram Thomas made the first recorded crossing of the Rub Al Khali, the Empty Quarter—the vast, arid wilderness at the heart of Arabia. Now three men, two Omani explorers and a Briton, take on the challenge to recreate that journey and walk from Salalah in Oman to Doha in Qatar—a journey of more than 1,000 kilometers across one of the most dangerous places in the world. In this terrifying challenge they battle over giant dunes and through vicious sandstorms, searching constantly for wells as their water supplies run dangerously low. Can they make it, or will sickness, fatigue and injury defeat them? Their struggle is an inspirational story of courage and determination. **1x55 HD**

Born to Explore
In this one-hour special, *Born to Explore* travels to Namibia for an in-depth look at the most endangered cat in Africa—the cheetah. Explorer Richard Wiese meets Dr. Laurie Marker, founder of the Cheetah Conservation Fund (CCF), to see what’s being done to save these cats from extinction. Loss of habitat, human-wildlife conflict and the illegal wildlife trade have impacted cheetah populations worldwide and there are now less than 8000 left in the wild. Richard meets some of the leading experts on re-wilding and discovers how a guard dog program helps local farmers to protect livestock while saving predators. During his journey to CCF, Richard explores Namibia, from the majestic sand dunes of the Namib desert to its wildlife. From wildebeest and zebras to lions, see why Namibia is a conservation success story and how eco-tourism has changed the country. **1x57 HD**
NATURAL HISTORY

Hippo Supremacy
Zambia’s Luangwa river hippos are living the easy life, or so it seems. Their life fluctuates between the serenity of sunbathing to the terrible brutality of dominance and aggression. This struggle puts a young hippo in more danger of being trampled by herd members than being hunted by the neighboring crocodiles. Crocodiles and hippos maintain a symbiotic truce, while male hippo clashes can have tragic consequences. In Hippo Supremacy, this reality is captured as a mother risks her safety to protect her struggling baby as it grows up in the danger-filled waters of the Luangwa river. 1x50 HD

World’s Greatest Islands
This series celebrates the uniqueness of islands in all their isolated glory, looking at how they are formed, and what makes life in each place so extraordinary. Uncover the history and exquisite beauty of the greatest islands in the world: the Galapagos, Hawaii, Norfolk Island and Lord Howe, Christmas Island, Sicily and the Aeolian islands, the Maldives, Torres Strait, Tanna, Greenland, Komodo and more. 6x52 HD

World’s Greatest Natural Wonders
Travel from Africa’s great savannah lands to the active volcano on Tanna; from Mt. Everest to the Great Barrier Reef; from Croatia’s lush forests and jaw-dropping waterfalls to America’s iconic Grand Canyon. 6x52 HD

World’s Greatest Animal Encounters
World’s Greatest Animal Encounters reveals the best places on the planet to encounter the world’s wildest animals. Discover where killer whales cruise the coastlines and grizzlies catch fish in the wild; trek deep into the jungle to meet silver-backed gorillas and embark on an African safari. 6x52 HD

World’s Greatest Journeys
Trek down Route 66, follow the wildebeest migration across the Serengeti, chopper over the Grand Canyon, rattle through the Rocky Mountains and sail to Antarctica. The series also takes a more adventurous route around the globe, seeking out the best places for walking, trekking, skiing, diving, surfing, riding, cycling and paddling. 6x52 HD

Wonders of Nature
Wonders of Nature is a six-part celebration of the most striking creatures in the animal kingdom revealing their extraordinary behavior and survival strategies. From the majesty and power of the big cats to the beauty and grace of the flamingo flocks, this series explores the tremendous scope of life and death in the bush. Episodes include: Hunting, On the Defense, Family, Competition, On the Move, Water Worlds. 6x46 HD

Dark Side of Crocs
Nile crocodiles, one of the most impressive creatures in the world, live in groups in African rivers. Water comes and goes in the wilds of Africa and while all animals need access to water, few can call the river home. The river provides these extraordinary animals with a stage to act out their stories of life and death. 1x50 HD

For more Natural History programming please see our new Natural History catalog!
At a time when religious hatred dominates the world’s headlines, Sacred immerses the viewer in the daily use of faith and spiritual practice. The film explores religion as a primary human experience and how people turn to ritual and prayer to navigate the milestones and crises of private life. Filmed by more than 40 teams around the world, each contributing a single scene, some without narration, Sacred is global in reach yet intensely intimate, exploring a range of religious traditions.  1x84 HD

Charley Pride
Charley Pride stands as a symbol of hope and an example of the ways music can influence societal change. He arrived in Nashville in 1963, a year in which the Tennessee capital was the site of sit-ins and racial violence. Two years later, he was a recording artist on a major label, and in short time he became a superstar whose path would lead him to a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award and a place in the Country Music Hall of Fame. Charley Pride’s story is a lesson in the ways that art and expression can triumph over prejudice and defeat injustice. Raised as less than a citizen in brutally segregated Mississippi, Charley Pride’s buttery voice and steely resolve helped him to a place as one of the world’s most impactful musical artists.  1x78 HD

ALSO AVAILABLE
American Epic 2x60, 1x90 HD
American Epic: The Sessions 1x120 HD

World’s Greatest Man Made Wonders
A celebration of human endeavor through the ages, this series ventures to Stonehenge, Machu Picchu, Angkor Wat, Tikal, Petra, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower, the Sydney Opera House, the Statue of Liberty, the London Eye and more.  6x52 HD
Jazz Ambassadors

*Jazz Ambassadors* tells the little-known story of when America deployed jazz legends like Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie, and Benny Goodman, along with their mixed-race bands, to fight on the frontlines of the Cold War, giving the Civil Rights Movement a voice on the world stage when it most needed one. **1x56 HD**

Sammy Davis, Jr.: I’ve Gotta Be Me

*Sammy Davis, Jr.: I’ve Gotta Be Me* features new interviews with such luminaries as Billy Crystal, Norman Lear, Jerry Lewis, Whoopi Goldberg and Kim Novak, with never-before-seen photographs from Davis’ vast personal collection and excerpts from his electric performances in television, film and concert. *Sammy Davis, Jr.: I’ve Gotta Be Me* explores the life and art of a uniquely gifted entertainer whose trajectory blazed across the major flashpoints of American society. **1x100 HD**

Poetry in America

*Poetry in America* gathers distinguished interpreters from all walks of life to explore and debate 12 unforgettable American poems. Athletes and poets, politicians and musicians, architects, scientists, actors, entrepreneurs and citizens of all ages join host and Harvard professor Elisa New to experience and share the power of poetry in this visually dazzling and archivally rich series. **12x25 HD**
SCIENCE

SPACE

APOLLO’S DARING MISSION

NOVA tells the in-depth story of Apollo’s riskiest mission: a sixteen-week race to beat the Soviets and send three men in a tiny space capsule to, around and back from a moon a quarter of a million miles away—before 1968 came to a close. To mark the 50th anniversary of this historic mission, Apollo 8’s astronauts, Commander Frank Borman, Command Module Pilot James Lovell and Lunar Module Pilot William Anders reconvene and tell the story through a fascinating and untapped prism: the incredible science, extraordinary engineering feats and huge technological challenges that enabled them to go where no one had ever gone before. 1x60 HD

Pluto and Beyond

When the New Horizons space craft whizzed by Pluto in 2015, onlookers were dazzled by the breathtaking images it beamed home. They revealed a never before seen alien landscape—a world of mountains made of ice mixed with plains of frozen-solid methane and nitrogen. And now, New Horizons is at it again, this time Beyond Pluto. On New Year’s Day 2019, the craft will fly by an object known now as MU69, which is believed to be a primordial building block of the solar system. This will be the most distant flyby in NASA's history—4 billion miles from Earth. And, it will shed light on one of the least understood regions of our solar system: the Kuiper Belt. NOVA will again be embedded with the New Horizons mission team to follow the action as they uncover in real time the secrets of what lies Beyond Pluto. 1x60 HD

Rise of the Rockets (working title)

It’s the golden age of big, powerful, heavy-lifting rockets. From NASA’s Space Launch System to the ambitious field of private rocket companies like SpaceX and Blue Origin, the ambitions of the American space race are heating up where they left off nearly 50 years ago. The U.S. Space Shuttle and the International Space Station established a permanent human presence in space. We’re about to take the next step forward. Who will get us to the moon and beyond? 1x60 HD

Chasing the Moon—Coming Spring 2019

NASA

Distracted While Driving

Distracted While Driving follows the lives of eight drivers over six months using in-car cameras and tracking technology to monitor the often-hidden behavior of distracted drivers. Producers gathered, observed and examined weekly data from the subjects to gain a fresh picture of the many activities drawing drivers’ attention off of the task of driving. In addition, experts from MIT, Cambridge Mobile Telematics, Safety Track and the University of Connecticut provided monitoring equipment, data storage and expert analysis. Distracted While Driving gives audiences a firsthand look at emerging technologies that could one day offer solutions to rising crash statistics, featuring research being done at Google on next-generation in-car infotainment systems, and a Swedish-based company developing technology that could one day allow cars to understand our feelings and make driving decisions based on our own individual needs. 1x54 HD

Last B-24

In December of 1944, the TulsaAmerican B-24 bomber disappeared off the coast of Croatia. The plane was a WW2 icon—the last B-24 built in Tulsa, and paid for by the factory workers. Now, NOVA joins the daring mission to survey the wreckage and recover the lost airmen. 1x53 HD

pbsinternational.org
SCIENCE

DECODE THE GREAT PYRAMID
How did the ancient Egyptians build the pyramids of Giza with only copper hand tools and none of today's construction and surveying equipment? Decoding the Pyramids presents the latest evidence from the groundbreaking research of archaeologists Mark Lehner and Zahi Hawass, who over more than two decades have transformed our understanding of the ancient world's most ambitious engineering project. NOVA follows a major new project using radioactive muon particles to scan the interior of the Great Pyramid in an effort to answer its many engineering riddles. Finally, and perhaps most tantalizing of all, the show will join French archaeologist Pierre Tallet as his team returns to the scene of their discovery of the world's oldest writing on papyrus. Could the papyrus disclose more stunning clues to Giza's long-buried secrets? 1x60 HD

Operation Bridge Rescue
Follow the race to rebuild the Blenheim Covered Bridge in New York State, an icon of 19th century American engineering, destroyed by Hurricane Irene in 2011. Watch a team of craftsmen reproduce the massive, intricate wooden structure under grueling time pressure as flooding threatens their worksite. Discover how Chinese artisans ensure the survival of their stunning ancient structures. 1x53 HD

What's the Universe Made Of?
“Dark matter” and “dark energy” are the two shadowy ingredients locked in an epic battle to control the very fate of the universe. Now, scientists endeavor to shed light on the so-called “dark sector” as the latest generation of detectors rev up and powerful telescopes peer deeper into the cosmos than ever before to observe how it behaves. Find out how scientists are discovering new secrets about the history of the universe and why they’re predicting a shocking future. 1x53 HD

NOVA Wonders
NOVA Wonders follows remarkable researchers who are tackling the biggest unanswered questions about life and the cosmos, and pushing the boundaries of understanding in ways that could transform our world and the future. This fresh, lively series makes complicated concepts accessible while taking a deep dive into the scientific process. Each one-hour episode poses a single big scientific question and takes viewers along on a journey to explore how far we’ve come in our quest for answers. Episodes include: What Are Animals Saying?; What's Living In You?; Can We Build A Brain?; Are We Alone?; Can We Make Life?; What's The Universe Made Of? 6x53 HD

The Next Pompeii
Could a massive volcanic eruption devastate a major Italian city? Few of today’s inhabitants of nearby Naples realize the existence of another volcano right under their feet. In fact, the city’s suburbs and outlying towns are home to over half a million people, who live inside the giant collapsed crater of an ancient supervolcano. Its last major eruption killed 6,000 people in 1631. Now, a team of geologists has found evidence that a huge volume of magma is stirring beneath the surface of the crater and could break through the crust in the near future, triggering an explosive eruption that could kill millions. In The Next Pompeii, NOVA joins the London team as they hunt for clues hidden beneath the surface and assess the risk of a new and potentially devastating eruption. 1x60 HD
Rise of the Superstorms

In just one devastating month in 2017, Houston, Florida and the Caribbean were changed forever. Three monster hurricanes swept in from the Atlantic one after another, shattering storm records and killing hundreds of people. First, Harvey brought catastrophic rain and flooding to Houston, causing $125 billion in damage. Less than two weeks later, Irma lashed the Caribbean with 185 mile per hour winds—and left the island of Barbuda uninhabitable. Hot on Irma’s heels, Maria ravaged Puerto Rico and left millions of people without power. As the planet warms, are these superstorms the new normal? NOVA goes inside the 2017 superstorms and the cutting-edge research that will determine how well equipped we are to deal with hurricanes in the future. 1x53 HD

Einstein’s Quantum Riddle

Einstein called it “spooky action” at a distance but today quantum entanglement is poised to revolutionize technology from computers to cryptography. Physicists have gradually become convinced that the phenomenon is real—two subatomic particles that mirror changes in each other instantaneously over any distance—but a few doubts remain. NOVA follows a ground-breaking experiment in Vienna, Italy and the Canary Islands to use quasars at opposite ends of the universe to once and for all settle the few remaining questions. 1x60 HD

Decoding the Weather Machine

Climate change is arguably the defining challenge of our time, yet widespread misunderstanding and misinformation has hampered the ability of individuals—politicians and public alike—to understand and address the issue. NOVA cuts through the noise to help define the way forward in Decoding the Weather Machine. Join scientists around the globe on a quest to better understand the workings of the weather and climate machine we call Earth, and discover how they are finding that we can be resilient—even thrive—in the face of enormous change. 1x113, 2x54 HD

Thai Cave Rescue

The world held its breath as a courageous team of international cave divers joined Thai Navy Seals to rescue 11 young soccer players and their coach who were stranded for nearly two weeks inside a flooded cave in Thailand. NOVA takes a dramatic, inside look at the science behind the rescue, with stories from the children, their families and the rescuers who frantically explored every option—from pumping water to drilling—ultimately choosing to carry the children through miles of flooded and rugged caves. In what proved to be a miracle of technology, medicine and most of all, courage—all 12—who had been thought lost—were rescued. 1x60 HD

Addiction

NOVA joins scientists and sufferers alike as they probe the mysteries of addiction. They are discovering that addiction is not simply a lack of willpower; drug abuse produces significant chemical changes in the brain—changes that are hard to control, and hard to reverse. What’s worse, many addictions start with prescription or even over-the-counter painkillers for entirely legitimate ailments. And it is not just drugs—alcohol, sugar, caffeine, even exercise can incite addictive behaviors. In the midst of the opioid crisis, and in a world in which many other diseases can be traced to addictive behavior, NOVA investigates: how do addictions work? And what can the science of addiction tell us about how we can resolve this dire social issue. 1x53 HD
Peep and the Big Wide World

SCIENCE FOR PRE-SCHOOLERS!

PEEP is a groundbreaking animated series that gives wings to the innovative idea of teaching science to preschoolers. Young viewers follow a newly-hatched chicken (Peep), a smart and sassy robin (Chirp), and an endearingly egotistical duck (Quack) on all their wide-eyed adventures—from discovering shadows, to investigating mysterious tracks, to learning about gravity (sometimes the hard way)! 34x23

Arthur

EVERYONE’S FAVORITE AARDVARK!

Based on the popular children’s books by Marc Brown, Arthur chronicles the adventures of Arthur (an eight-year-old aardvark) through engaging, emotional stories that explore issues faced by real kids. Whether showing the importance of honesty, addressing how to deal with a crisis, or modeling positive sibling relationships, Arthur tackles each story with empathy and humor. Aimed at viewers 4–8, the program aims to foster an interest in reading and writing, and to encourage positive social skills. Arthur is TV’s longest-running children’s animated series. 14x30 + 2, 1-hour specials HD

Word World

BUILDING READERS!

In the Emmy Award-winning series, WordWorld, words come alive, save the day, and become a child’s best friend in the first preschool series where words are truly the stars of the show. WordWorld is a colorful, vibrant world of words and is home to the lovable, legible WordFriends—animals whose bodies are made up of the letters that spell the word they are. The WordFriends go on comic adventures and face challenges that can only be resolved with the right word. That word is built letter by letter, sound by sound, and once the word is built, it comes alive into the thing it is! Word building reinforces the pre-reading concept that letters and their sounds make words, and that words have real meaning and power. The series also introduces literacy concepts that preschoolers will encounter as they become readers, such as sounding out letters and rhyming. reading. 45x27 HD

Pinkalicious & Peterrific

CREATIVITY FOR KIDS!

Based on the international best-selling children’s book series, Pinkalicious & Peterrific follows the adventures of Pinkalicious and her little brother Peter as they encourage young children to think and express themselves creatively. Pinkalicious imagines creative possibilities everywhere she looks. She is an artist at heart—and, like most creative people, she sees the world differently from others. She knows what she likes, and she’s not afraid to express herself—though she sometimes needs help from her logic-minded brother, Peter, and their many friends in the diverse community of Pinkville—including Jasmine, Rafael, and Lila. But things aren’t perfect in Pinkville and in every episode Pinkalicious and Peter face challenges that require them to think differently and to collaborate with their friends to find solutions, such as how to throw a Halloween fiesta when the town has no electricity. Featuring the vibrant artwork of author and illustrator Victoarian Kann, Pinkalicious & Peterrific is designed to help preschool-age children engage in the creative arts and self-expression, covering the areas of music, dance and visual arts. 38x30 + 1x44 Special HD

Time Warp Trio

HISTORY WITH A TWIST!

What if three 10 year-old boys got their hands on a book that could send them anywhere in time or space? And what if their three great-granddaughters, living in the year 2105, had the exact same Book? Meet the Time Warp Trio—six amazing kids who will take you on action-packed adventures to confront Samurai in Shogun-era Japan, duel with gladiators in Ancient Rome, and even outwit a nasty priest in Ancient Egypt. Whenever the Book is opened, it leaks green time warping mist and whisks them away to places throughout history. The kids must use their wits, skills (skateboarding, baseball, magic) and their smarts to outwit the Bad Guys and survive. Based on The Time Warp Trio” books written by Jon Scieszka and illustrated by Lane Smith. 26x23
Chasing the Moon is a landmark documentary that recasts the Space Age as a fascinating stew of scientific innovation, political calculation, media spectacle, visionary impulses and personal drama. Utilizing a visual feast of previously overlooked and lost archival material, much of which has never before been seen by the public, the film features a diverse cast of characters who played key roles in these historic events, including astronauts Buzz Aldrin, Frank Borman and Bill Anders; Sergei Khrushchev, son of the former Soviet premier and a leading Soviet rocket engineer; Poppy Northcutt, a 25-year old “mathematics whiz” who gained worldwide attention as the first woman to serve in the all-male bastion of NASA’s Mission Control; and Ed Dwight, the Air Force pilot selected by the Kennedy administration to train as America’s first black astronaut. 6x60, 3x120 HD

50-YEAR ANNIVERSARIES

In August 1969, nearly half a million people gathered at a farm in upstate New York to hear music. What happened over the next three days, however, was far more than a concert. It would become a legendary event, one that would define a generation and mark the end of one of the most turbulent decades in modern history. Occurring just weeks after an American set foot on the moon, the Woodstock music festival took place against a backdrop of a nation in conflict over sexual politics, civil rights and the Vietnam War. Woodstock turns the lens back at the audience, at the swarming, impromptu city that grew up overnight on a few acres of farm land. What took place in that teeming mass of humanity—the rain-soaked, starving, tripping, half-a-million strong throng of young people—was nothing less than a miracle of teamwork, a manifestation of the “peace and love” the festival had touted and a validation of the counter-culture’s promise to the world. 2x60 HD